Bain Making "Fast" Recovery

Star field hockey player moved to care of Bryan Mowr Brain Injury Unit

By the Chapman

The former captain of the Harrisonburg High School girls field hockey team, Autumn Stocke, was recently transferred to the Bryan Mowr Brain Injury Unit at the New York State University Hospital in Buffalo. According to his medical team, Stocke made significant progress since his arrival at the Mowr unit two days ago.

Stocke was injured in an accident last year, causing severe brain damage. He was transferred to the Bryan Mowr Brain Injury Unit earlier this year, where he received specialized care and rehabilitation.

"We are very happy to have Autumn back on campus," Stocke's coach said. "He has been making great strides in his rehabilitation, and we are confident he will make a full recovery."
21 Ihurst, April 3, 2008

The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed throughout James Madison University and the local Harrisonburg community. Comments and complaints should be addressed to Tim Chapin, editor.
Chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha regains charter

The Phi Chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha regains chapter status after losing it due to alcohol violations. The chapter had to meet requirements set by the Virginia Department of Alcohol.

The chapter's reinstatement is a problem by restricting freedom of speech, unless it can prove their amendment.

The Phi Chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha will regain their charter I Kick this semester free speech unless it can prove its amendment.

The Phi Chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha will regain their charter, a member of the Chapter's Board of Trustees, said the reinstatement is a problem by restricting freedom of speech, unless it can prove its amendment.

Lambda Chi Alpha will regain their charter after a judge ruled that chapter had to meet requirements after losing it due to alcohol violations. Their charter I Kick this semester free speech until it can prove the university's amendment.

The Phi Chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha is a problem by restricting freedom of speech, unless it can prove the university's amendment.

Lambda Chi Alpha will regain their charter after a judge ruled that chapter had to meet requirements after losing it due to alcohol violations. Their charter I Kick this semester free speech until it can prove the university's amendment.

The Phi Chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha is a problem by restricting freedom of speech, unless it can prove the university's amendment.
Paul’s Walk for ALS

5K Walk/Run
In Honor of Paul Massey

Saturday, April 5, 2008
Festival Patio
Start time 11:00 am (10:30 check-in)
Registration $10
For more information: www.paulswalk.com

Sponsored by:
ALS Association
GolookOn.com
SOS Advertising
Joshua Morton House
James McHone Antique & Restaurant

Lights Café
(540) 433-1177

Specializing in Non-Vegetarian/Vegetarian Indian Cuisine

91 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA

Dine in or Carry out

Looking for the perfect way to congratulate a graduate?

Want to capitalize on the Graduation Weekend craziness?

ADVERTISE IN THE BREEZE’S GRADUATION GUIDE APRIL 24TH!

Call now to reserve your space!
540.568.6127

Do you know about Crutchfield?

The area’s most respected electronics retailer, Crutchfield is famous for its remarkable customer service. Headquarters are in Charlottesville, but there’s a Crutchfield store right here in Harrisonburg.

We feature outstanding home and car electronics from top brands like Sony, Denon, Panasonic, Polk Audio, Boston Acoustics, Samsung, Toshiba, Alpine, Rockford Fosgate, Canon, Nikon and many more. To see it all, visit crutchfield.com.

For a thrilling demonstration, come in to our store.

Crutchfield
Cloverleaf Shopping Center, 109 S. Carten St. • (540) 434-1000

HOLE in the Wall

30 S. Main St.
Next To Jess’ Quick Lunch
433-3366

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12-6
Buy 2 DVDs at $4.99...
Get 2 FREE!

Hookah Hookah Tobacco
Over 50 Flavors!
New Slow Burning Charcoal Available In Three Sizes:
- Individual cups
- 50 mg tub
- 250 mg tub

Shisha Tobacco

Bring In This Ad And Get 1 Free Cup With Purchase!
HIGH-RISE: Apartments to Fix Housing Stress

**BAN:** Papers can begin publishing ads after receiving injunction

ABC banned the running of the ads so that students would not be influenced to drink based on the promotional ads supporting alcohol consumption. However, part of ACLU's argument was that half of the students reading the newspapers were of age. The papers will begin publishing those ads once the schools receive an injunction.

**Features of 865 East:**
- 96 units
- 96 bedrooms
- Furnished
- Balconies

---

**Plant & Garden Event**

**Houseplant Repotting Event**

**Saturday, April 5**

11am-4pm

15% off ALL Plant & Garden items from Artisans' Hope

Bring a plant from home! Volunteers from Hess Greenhouse will be here to repot your houseplants into your newly purchased planters.

**Golden Corral**

Everyone deserves a good meal.

10% DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT ID

JUST MINUTES AWAY FROM CAMPUS

CALL 564-0477

PROUD SPONSOR OF DUKES ATHLETICS
BAIN: "Broke No Team Rules"

Bain broke no team rules by being out in the early morning hours, according to Lucas. Lucas said "But every year is a much you learn more and more about what your team's up to."

"In the off-season we have some rules in place before practice times and meetings." Lucas said. But "every year as much as you learn more and more about what your team's up to."

A freelance writer was named the National Rookie of the Year by wrestlingfle.twork.com and made appear-
tances All-Colonial Athletic Association and was the conference Rookie of the Year. She was named the conference Rookie of the Year.

"The university made it clear that Meg is one of their own," Evans said. "Whether she ever steps on the court or not."

"I'm pretty sure most of my plans (platforms) relate to the student body as her reason for running while Rose responded "I want to go where a style is needed and that is SRBOV." After taking in what the SRBOV candidates had to say at the debate, Fuller better understand that the SRBOV candidates had to say at the debate. Fuller better understand the SRBOV candidates had to say at the debate. Fuller better understand the SRBOV candidates had to say at the debate.

"I feel the issues of clean energy, through clean energy, which Green said. She used a lot of language describing what she would Advocate for. That's what the position is all about." Stephanie Thomsen Lee found the debate informative. Some of the platform I didn't understand at all. Fuller was better able to talk to the position is all about and that's what the position is all about."

The Breeze will post the results tonight.

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY

1940 White Gold Box Head Diamond Ring
Round Brilliant Cut J-H Color SI-1

This Week $1600

"All of our diamonds are graded by us on our US Diamond Graduate Visit at 751 Great Square Harrisonburg www.mchonejewelry.com"

DEBATE: Candidates Answer Questions About the Feasibility of Platforms

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY

Wines have the SGA offer for students to submit questions. Candidiates were given five and a half minutes to answer each question.

Questions ranged from "What does the university have in mind for the new gym?" to "How will you make SGA candidates do the right thing?"

Stephanie Thomsen Lee, Chiquita King and Alex Plunkett fielded most of the questions during the debate. Candidates included whether or not their platforms were geared more to the SGA rather than the Board of Visitors.

"I formed my platform by talking to students, getting their ideas," Plunkett said. "I think describing your platform points as a culmination of conversations with members of the administration."

"I'm pretty sure most of my plans (platforms) relate to the student body as her reason for running while Rose responded "I want to go where a style is needed and that is SRBOV." After taking in what the SRBOV candidates had to say at the debate, Fuller better understand that the SRBOV candidates had to say at the debate. Fuller better understand the SRBOV candidates had to say at the debate.

"I feel the issues of clean energy, through clean energy, which Green said. She used a lot of language describing what she would Advocate for. That's what the position is all about." Stephanie Thomsen Lee found the debate informative. Some of the platform I didn't understand at all. Fuller was better able to talk to the position is all about and that's what the position is all about."

The Breeze will post the results tonight.

"In the off-season we have some rules in place before practice times and meetings."

Lucas said. But "every year as much as you learn more and more about what your team's up to."

"I'm pretty sure most of my plans (platforms) relate to the student body as her reason for running while Rose responded "I want to go where a style is needed and that is SRBOV." After taking in what the SRBOV candidates had to say at the debate, Fuller better understand that the SRBOV candidates had to say at the debate. Fuller better understand the SRBOV candidates had to say at the debate.

"I feel the issues of clean energy, through clean energy, which Green said. She used a lot of language describing what she would Advocate for. That's what the position is all about." Stephanie Thomsen Lee found the debate informative. Some of the platform I didn't understand at all. Fuller was better able to talk to the position is all about and that's what the position is all about."

The Breeze will post the results tonight.
Trogdor, who burninated my thatched-roof cottage for the fifth time last night.

A "suckers for money" dart to the [name redacted] for her infinitely sour demeanor.

A "what-the-fork?" pat to the unknown night owl who ratted around the room until 3:00 a.m. eating a bag of chips.

A "this-arsonoua-ill-will-must-stop" dart to the guy who held the door open for twenty minutes, causing a crowd to gather around the exit

A "way-to-segregate" dart to JMU for having the leastReturning Alumni parking or on-campus traffic.

From a guy who likes "service with a smile" for allowing us to "check in" at Wilson Hall without any hassle.

From a Green's enthusiast who looked for-wardly hoping for a comeback.

An "it's-about-time-you-figured-out-that-ship-that-is-only-in-her-head." dart to the suitemate who just started scrubbing her feet.

From a psychology professor who is very syndiatized instead of truly giving back to our university.

From two senior April Foolers who appreciated the addition to our plastic masterpiece.

From a psychology Peer Advisory Columnist who will swipe your card any day!

From a Green's for getting rid of the weekly specialty salads.

From two grateful girls who were highly ly hoping for a comeback.

A "thank-you-very-little" dart to whichever student representative to the Board of Visitors, or SRBOV, is an on-duty officer that almost every student who walks into the building is greeted by. The SRBOV president might have to be the "nice Connecticut boy student government and can terms with the fact that all food has a level of filth that just sets in out of habit. I can't even begin to explain the type of food that is only in her head."

A "for-real-didn't-think-you-would-take-a-long-time" dart to the girl who went out of her way to hold doors and help us navigate a crowd full of chain-saw aficionados to Wilson Hall.

From a grateful music employee who is glad you keep her from being drowned or embalmed in front of the entire crowd.

A "you-impeached-him-for-WHAT?" dart to the guy who tried to hold the door open for twenty minutes while we were swarmed by a group meeting for real-world job interviews and last-minute rush week; it's something different altogether.

A "way-to-think-globally-and-act-locally" pat to the open-mouthed common sense that the naked eye or unfettered tongue couldn't so the evidence for ourselves, and the results can be a little hard to of food obviously begins at its place of production, be it a farm, mill, barn or what have you. That's right, the SGA elections have descended into the same stink as much as Camposano Thursday.

From a Gold 'n' Green, who was the Dad in the father-son competition with his awesome performance.

From a psychology Peer Advisory Columnist who is very proud that you brought "MickBuck University.

"Evilwine." A "Thank-Yard" dart to the SGA as it was just another year of your organization making a joke out of having to make a tangible effort instead of truly giving back to our university.

A "what-the-fork?" pat to the unknown night owl who ratted around the room until 3:00 a.m. eating a bag of chips.

"This-arsonoua-ill-will-must-stop" dart to the guy who held the door open for twenty minutes, causing a crowd to gather around the exit

From a guy who likes "service with a smile" for allowing us to "check in" at Wilson Hall without any hassle.

From a Green's enthusiast who looked forwardly hoping for a comeback.

An "it's-about-time-you-figured-out-that-ship-that-is-only-in-her-head." dart to the suitemate who just started scrubbing her feet.

From a psychology professor who is very syndiatized instead of truly giving back to our university.

From two senior April Foolers who appreciated the addition to our plastic masterpiece.

From a psychology Peer Advisory Columnist who will swipe your card any day!

From a Green's for getting rid of the weekly specialty salads.

From two grateful girls who were highly ly hoping for a comeback.

A "thank-you-very-little" dart to whichever student representative to the Board of Visitors, or SRBOV, is an on-duty officer that almost every student who walks into the building is greeted by. The SRBOV president might have to be the "nice Connecticut boy student government and can terms with the fact that all food has a level of filth that just sets in out of habit. I can't even begin to explain the type of food that is only in her head."

A "for-real-didn't-think-you-would-take-a-long-time" dart to the girl who went out of her way to hold doors and help us navigate a crowd full of chain-saw aficionados to Wilson Hall.

From a grateful music employee who is glad you keep her from being drowned or embalmed in front of the entire crowd.

A "you-impeached-him-for-WHAT?" dart to the guy who tried to hold the door open for twenty minutes while we were swarmed by a group meeting for real-world job interviews and last-minute rush week; it's something different altogether.

A "way-to-think-globally-and-act-locally" pat to the open-mouthed common sense that the naked eye or unfettered tongue couldn't so the evidence for themselves, and the results can be a little hard to
BOARD: SRBOV more important than you think

Friday, April 4, 2008

The Board: As important as it looks, the Board is just as influential as the President because the Board's decisions set the tone for the entire institution. The Board is responsible for setting the strategic direction, overseeing the financial health of the institution, and holding the President accountable. Without the Board, the President would have a clear path to decision-making. The Board is the ultimate decision-making body of the institution.

Chef's House: Iconic square pants on some unfor-

Get inside the world of the Contemporary Dance Ensemble, as we explore the creative process behind their performances. Join us as we delve deep into the minds of the artists whose work is being showcased, and discover new perspectives on the art form. Don't miss this opportunity to get a behind-the-scenes glimpse into the world of dance, and be inspired by the passion and dedication that goes into creating these unforgettable performances.

The JMU College of Business CENTER FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP and SIFE PRESENT: ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INNOVATION IN TODAY'S MARKET

Gene Riechers

General Partner
Valhalla Partners
Vienna, VA

Over twenty-five years in senior leadership roles at venture capital firms and technology companies

Tuesday, April 8, 2008 6:30 p.m.
Zane Showker Hall Room 105

Hunger Banquet
Come eat like the rest of the world...

MONDAY, APRIL 7, 2008 7-9 PM
FESTIVAL, HIGHLANDS ROOM

Vendor Table
Look for our table on the Commons today from 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

Sponsors:
- SIFE Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation
- JMU College of Business
- The Blue Ridge Area Food Bank
- The Food Bank of the Shenandoah Valley
- The Hunger Banquet Committee

Food:
- Complimentary meals
- Donations welcome

Support:
- Donate money or goods
- Participate in the event

Please Donate!

If you feel too young to lose your hearing, you’re not alone.

Toll Free (800) 545-3348

Please help us create a gift pack for 50 of our members by donating the following items:

Gift Cards
Movie Tickets
Bowling Tickets
Money

Cultural Activities:
- Theatre
- Dance
- Music
- Art

HARRISONBURG OB/GYN ASSOCIATES, PC
C. Larry Whitman, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson III, MD
April 7 * 9 in Memorial Hall from 10 a.m.-1 p.m.
April 9 on the Commons from 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

Best Buddies Fundraiser
Best Buddies is an organization dedicated to enriching the lives of mentally challenged individuals.

Help us please create a gift pack for 50 of our members by donating the following items:

Gift Cards
Movie Tickets
Bowling Tickets
Money

Look for our table on:
April 7: 4-7 p.m. in Memorial Hall from 10 a.m.-1 p.m.
April 9: On the Commons from 9-12 p.m.

*People who donate could be entered into a drawing to win prizes from local businesses.

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitman, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson III, MD

The JMU College of Business CENTER FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP and SIFE PRESENT: ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INNOVATION IN TODAY’S MARKET

Gene Riechers

General Partner
Valhalla Partners
Vienna, VA

Over twenty-five years in senior leadership roles at venture capital firms and technology companies

Tuesday, April 8, 2008 6:30 p.m.
Zane Showker Hall Room 105

Hunger Banquet
Come eat like the rest of the world...

Monday, April 7th from 7-9 pm
Festival, Highlands Room

Admission: Two dollars or two canned goods, benefiting the Blue Ridge Area Food Bank and the Downtown Farmers Market Pantry Fund

For more information
visit Community Service-Learning in Wilson 204 or www.jmu.edu/esl
**Talking with Tim Reynolds**

Former Dave Matthews Band guitarist talks about life as a musician

---

**SF:** Who are your biggest musical influences? **TR:** Over the years it's been different people. It's a crazy mish-mash. I have very many influences, there kind of keep changing over the last 30 years since the late '60s. A lot of names: Mystery, Jimi Hendrix, David Gilmour, Peter Gabriel, Nick Cave, Nels and Radiahead are all some of the names.

**SF:** You've played in Harrisonburg numerous times throughout your career. What's your favorite part of coming back to town? **TR:** It's been there so many times, when TimK started the '90s that was the big road trip place to go. People really like us there back in the day, and there's still a lot of love. It's very special to me.

**SF:** Shortly following your performance here at JMU you will be playing for the Dalai Lama. How are you for that? And what other distinguished individuals have you played for throughout your career? **TR:** I'm really excited about the Dalai Lama; just thinking about him I can't even remember other distinguished figures. He stands out in such sharp contrast among other distinguished figures because he's almost superhuman in his soul and spirit. It's more than I can express into words of something like that.

**SF:** What is the greatest and or strangest thing that's ever happened to you while you've been on stage or off stage or on tour? **TR:** WOW...

**SF:** ...That you can tell us. **TR:** Well, recently, and in more of the strange and wonderful variety, we've had some crazy TRK experiences that are so mysterious and wonderful at the same time. We had a helicopter show that got caught in a storm and got stuck on the stage and because of that it became sort of a circus ride out of the wilderness, it was a very strange and wonderful experience. We're on tour in Colorado and we played stage and because of that two people melt into the crowd and led an audience of the inside of the stage which was very surprising. You know, of course all of the ear players started coming down.

---

**SF:** So this Winter Pool, was it planned or was it something that surprised you? **TR:** It's really history. But history has become such a reporting that it's kind of losing becoming a negative. The other things that really I'm trying to push forward in my own mind are quantum physics and Buddhism. If I wasn't a musician - I do it anyways as a musician - I'd try to open our brains, our hearts and our souls to what we think people think, that's going to get us out of repetitive activity such as fear and things like that.

**SF:** Tim, I can see that you are a very positive man, if you had words of advice for aspiring musicians, what would you say? **TR:** In closing to what you're doing in music as an art form that you shouldn't, that you shouldn't be in that line of work. Just as if you were someone who likes to build houses, if you don't want to be doing that you shouldn't be doing that. And be kind doing what you're doing. If you're not making any money, figure out a way to make at least enough money to keep a drift on your back. It takes time to figure these things out, and you know just keep playing. 'That's all I ever did.

**SF:** Just keep playing? **TR:** Just keep playing and just keep playing.

**SF:** You come to JMU two years ago and people are excited that you're coming back, but the people also want to know what can they expect from yourself and TRK? **TR:** Yeah, personally, just I'm really excited to go on the tour. That's what we've been doing for a long time and that's what people really want.

The Reynolds and TRK will be playing the house on Friday, April 4 in Memorial Hall Auditorium. Tickets are put in advance and Box Office or Plan 9 Music. Doors open at 7.30 p.m. For any questions contact oderoth@jmu.edu.

---

**Go Take a Walk Downtown**

**Museum and gallery walk will feature art displays, musical performances**

By RACHEL McANAEU contributor writer

The Harrisonburg Spring Museum and Gallery Walk is returning this Friday, April 4. The Harrisonburg community can look forward to various venues in downtown that will be displaying different forms of art.

This free event is hosted by the Arts Council of the Valley every spring and fall. Various venues will extend their community art activity! Help the Harrisonburg Spring Museum downtown in designated lots.

**About 30 businesses will turn their spaces into shows.**

**cases for different art including dance, poetry, music central theme.**

Just a few of the venues participating in the event include Blue Nile Ethiopian Cuisine, Earth & Tax Cell, Harrisonburg Museum of Natural History, Dog T-shirts & Gifts, Little Girl Collective, Memorial Hall, Virginia Cedar Mill and Made In the Valley Studios.

Various JMU programs and students will also be participating in events. The JMU Ghandi Center will be showing the "Drawing Peace Program," which McCoo invited to attend. Other musical styles will be performing in Court Square, the library and in various other locations.

One highlight will be the collaborative sidewalk chalk mural located at Court Square that everyone can participate in. McCoo said that by the end, this mural will be a typical Harrisonburg community artwork. A collaborative chalk mural display by the Central Shenandoah Artists on Saturday.

Various venues will extend their community art activity! Help the Harrisonburg Spring Museum downtown in designated lots.

For more information on this event can also be found online at http://www.valleyarts.org.

---

**CHECK IT OUT ONLINE:**

**A PREVIEW OF MACROCK**

Go to thebreeze.org to get the scoop on this indie music celebration occuring this weekend on April 4 and 5.

---

**FRIDAY:**

**Attention Singing Males!**

Every wanted to join in a cappella group but found you were too proud? Have you been wanting to join a cappella group but didn't know where to start? Get your friends together, start signing up at the “Breakdown” during 4th period in the auditorium and sign up to the Inkwell. There will be a interest meeting at 7 p.m. at the Dormitory.

**SATURDAY:**

**Breakdance Competition**

Circle 9 at JMU Breakdance Clubs conh plans a friendly competition that will take place at 4 p.m. at Golfen Hall. The event will feature a variety of Artists, including Bars and Club. The event that will take place at 4 p.m. at Golfen Hall. The event will feature a variety of Artists, including Bars and Club. The event that will take place at 4 p.m. at Golfen Hall.

---

**Friday:**

**Documentary Showing**

The self-titled documentary "Zulu Angel" left the world when the renowned Brazilian guitarist, artist and designer to the time his son, Stuart Angel, was murdered by the government due to his connection to the Jesuits. The event will feature a variety of Artists, including Bars and Club. The event that will take place at 4 p.m. at Golfen Hall.
Special offer for College Students

Quick. Connect.

Internet you need, without the phone line you don’t!

Get Verizon High Speed Internet with no phone service for as low as

Special Off-Campus Student Offer

- Speeds up to 7.1 Mbps available
- Student-friendly 9-month contract
- No extra monthly cost to wirelessly connect your roommates
- No paper bills to deal with... we take credit cards

All the speed you need to iTune, Facebook, YouTube and IM. While you’re studying, of course...

To find out more or sign up,
Email us today at collegeHSI@verizon.com.

Hurry. Class starts in like five minutes.

It’s the Network
collegeHSI@verizon.com
It's a Crossroads for Kenny & Young

Under Review

BY THOMAS BOSWELL

As star leaves, Brooks seeks reinforcements

While March Madness exper-

imenters still ponder which

way the Final Four is going,

a new Crop is starting to make

its mark in the back to luck

World Series eminence and

that, by 1925, Washington

as then were then known, would

play thereon Florida A-

night, probably a splendid one that will last for
decades.

Please trans, gu.sh cash and create credibility

necessary to be competitive. If a winning team is butt

of Columbia-financed lullpaik that has alread
touched that has a fighting chance at a future. Thanks to a District

the only accounts. Washington finds itself with ,1 Irani hise

on.

Washington Monument. President Bush threw out the

National TV cameras captured the illuminated dome

and North Carolina

under review by the sellout crowd.

There are no clocks in baseball, it's said. But that's

far from ,1 certainty - the Nationals boast a facility that

far from ,1 uncertainty. Who knows how many

will be here. It's a Crossroads for Kenny & Young.

JMU juniors Jason Stipes (40) and senior forward Anais Magee (25) tip off against Denver on Saturday. Wagner beats the Dukes with 21 points in a game that was barely in sight.

Lacrosse Opens Conference Play Friday

BY WEST SWAN

The Dukes and William & Mary will enter Fri-

day's game with luring records. But the man-

and ladies are deciding how will
count the early-

season opponent in both teams.

Two teams have been heat up by national

news headlines for this season, each in their

country's top 25. William & Mary

in the CAA Atlantic

Division game.

Both teams have faced heat up by national

news headlines for this season, each in their

country's top 25. William & Mary

in the CAA Atlantic

Division game.

The Breeze

The Dukes have faced six nationally-ranked

teams to date and have lost all but one: The

Breeze sports@wmu.edu

Tomera Young

Astra Young leads the CAA scoring race with an 86.6 avg. of 14 points on March 31. The 5'10" point guard led the Dukes 21 points in a game that was barely in sight.

The Breeze sports@wmu.edu

The JMU seniors look to defeat the Tribe for the first time in their career at 2007. Last year the Dukes fell 69-66 in double overtime in William-

burg. Although they haven't had many wins over UNCW this season, the Tribe has never had a winning season since joining the CAA.

The Breeze sports@wmu.edu

under Review

Four No. 1 Seeds First

BY JOE GERGEN

Once upon a time, there was a

but shot of an otherwise
dull two days finally injected a mea-

sure of suspense into the NCAA

men's tournament's pundit

weekend. The top seeds USA, North

Carolina and Memphis had already

locked in the Final Four with easy

victories. Only Jason Richards',

three-pointer at the buzzer

against Kentucky, was the

tale of the game.

But the shot called wide of the

rim, disappointing Davies, the look-

seething returning.

As event built on Hollywood
tales delivered few this year, but

a Hayward-style upset of a Final

Four favorite with the most talented

pressured group has left some

time since the NCAA began seeding the men's tournament in 1973, all

four No. 1 seeds within the Fi-
nal Four, ending Florida State's

to a takeout show before in college

basketball.

So will be a true national

championship game, and George

Mason couldn't be happier.

The Tribe's place in the North

class of the tournament selec-

tion committee was "on the court" as the four best teams in the country.

it all was.

All four teams will likely lost at least four starters to the NBA, and

as many as 22 future pros will take the Madison Square Garden.

The Cardinals, Tiger, Hers and

Brooks were not only a splendid one that will last for decades.

The Dukes hit home and ended the final regular season

third round CAA Tournament on March 23. Not only did the Tribe lose to

Georgia Tech, 76-42, once a teenage usher in

the stadium. It's the first time since the NCAA began seeding the men's tour-

nament in 1973, all four No. 1 seeds within the Final Four.

The Tribe's place in the North

class of the tournament selec-

tion committee was "on the court" as the four best teams in the country.

It was a Crossroads for Kenny & Young.
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Washington and baseball, yet wasn't for so ago-

thing was exactly as it should always have been
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NATS: Win in Stadium Opener

"It's a Crossroads for Kenny & Young"

NCAA: ‘Crazy’ Final Four Set to Play

Under Review

It's a Crossroads for Kenny & Young

The Department of Foreign Languages is showing the film ZuZu Angel with a short introduction by ZuZu's daughter, Hildas Angela, as part of the "War and Peace: The Eternal Swing" Conference.

ZuZu Angel was the first Brazilian designer to create fashion in her country's colorful designs and fabrics. Her son, a political artist, was murdered by the military dictatorship in the 70's. This led to liei murder by the military regime by (he military dictatorship in tlie 70's.

NCAA: ‘Crazy’ Final Four Set to Play
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The Department of Foreign Languages is showing the film ZuZu Angel with a short introduction by ZuZu's daughter, Hildas Angela, as part of the "War and Peace: The Eternal Swing" Conference.

ZuZu Angel was the first Brazilian designer to create fashion in her country's colorful designs and fabrics. Her son, a political artist, was murdered by the military dictatorship in the 70's. This led to liei murder by the military regime by (he military dictatorship in tlie 70's.

This led to liei murder by the military regime in the 70's.

Grafton Stovall Theater
April 4th at 2:00 PM

*Refreshments & Cookies will be provided

For more information go to:
https://uow.edu/rtur2ng/in-SPRING/Pe/ebook.html
For Rent

**MOUNTAIN VIEW**

- 4 bedroom
- 4 bath
- 1.5 baths
- Spacious family room
- Ceiling fans
- Granite countertops

For Sale

**NEW QUEEN MATTRESS SET**

- Size:
- Sleep Number
- New

Apartment: Spacious 1 bedroom, fully furnished, includes electricity, gas, water, sewer

**BARTEND!**

- Experience:
- Flexible schedule
- Great Pay

**SPORTS DVD SELLERS NEEDED**

- Work from home
- Flexible schedule
- Excellent pay

**Hawaii Beach**

- Pictures:
- New location

**The Breeze**

- Anniversary:
- Celebration

**New Lifeworks**

- Opportunities:
- Students

**The Beach**

- Pets:
- Crafts

**MADISON MANOR**

- 1 bedroom
- 1 bath
- Spacious
- Kitchen
- Living room
- Laundry
- Cable
- Large yard
- Pets
- Available

**LIFEGUARD STAFF WANTED**

- Responsibilities:
- Requirements:
- Benefits:

**CASHIERS WANTED**

- Responsibilities:
- Requirements:
- Benefits:

**DANCE ACADEMY AUDITIONS**

- Opportunities:
- Requirements:
- Benefits:

**GUIDES**

- Responsibilities:
- Requirements:
- Benefits:

**MANAGING EDITOR**

- Responsibilities:
- Requirements:
- Benefits:

**DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY**

- Responsibilities:
- Requirements:
- Benefits:

**OPINION EDITOR**

- Responsibilities:
- Requirements:
- Benefits:

**ONLINE EDITOR**

- Responsibilities:
- Requirements:
- Benefits:

**LEAD DESIGNER**

- Responsibilities:
- Requirements:
- Benefits:

**PHOTO EDITOR**

- Responsibilities:
- Requirements:
- Benefits:

**STUDENT WITH BUSINESS SKILLS WANTED**

- Responsibilities:
- Requirements:
- Benefits:
Dive right in to a class at Marymount!

Summer at MU

- Take the plunge
- Test the waters
- Condensed sessions with start dates between May 12 and June 23.
- This summer, choose from four programs:
  - Accounting
  - Biology
  - Communications, Graphic Design, and Marketing
  - Condensed

Check out MU's summer classes, including Accounting, Biology, Communications, Graphic Design, Health and Physical Performance, or Psychology.

Orders Over $15.00 Receive:
- Egg Rolls* FREE
- Combination Fried Rice* FREE
- Chicken breast or tofu* FREE
- Vegetable*
- Mixed Vegetables*
- Beef*
- Mixed Grill*
- Egg Roll & Soup
- Egg Roll & Salad
- Tofu Soup
- Spring Rolls
- Spring Roll & Soup
- Beef Soup
- Beef & Soup
- Chicken Soup
- Chicken & Beef
- Mixed Soup
- Mixed & Beef
- Soup & Salad
- Tofu Salad
- Egg Salad
- Mixed Salad
- Soup & Noodles
- Tofu & Noodles
- Egg & Noodles
- Mixed & Noodles
- Soup & Rice
- Tofu & Rice
- Mixed & Rice
- Soup & Noodle Soup
- Tofu & Noodle Soup
- Mixed & Noodle Soup
- Soup & Noodle Soup
- Salad & Soup
- Tofu & Salad
- Mixed & Salad
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